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The ‘Aesthetic Injector Support (AIS)’ package has been developed to provide support to
aesthetic clinicians based in Northern Ireland. It addresses the main challenges for new
clinicians: Access to 24 HOUR emergency vascular occlusion management support
We have the unique opportunity in Northern Ireland to facilitate such a service given its small
geographical area. At its core is patient safety.
In addition, all members of AIS will have unique access to educational events and offers.

Terms and conditions
1. Core terms:
1.1 Access to AIS is available to Array Academy graduates based in Northern Ireland. Access to
this service for NI based non Array Academy graduates MAY be facilitated for adequately
trained healthcare professionals. This will be decided on a case by case basis.
1.2 Support for all members will only be provided for treatments the clinician has received
adequate training in, with Array Academy or another recognised provider.
1.3 Access to the AIS may be withdrawn for any member at any time at the sole discretion of
Array Academy, without prejudice.
1.4 Array Academy reserves the right to cancel, modify or edit any term or condition herein at its
sole discretion, without prejudice.
1.5 Any practitioner who has had training in a new treatment area with toxin or dermal filler
MUST inform the AIS team in order to confirm if support may still be provided. We advise doing
this in advance of undertaking new training.

2. Monthly Costs
2.1. There is a minimum contract period of 12 months support with Array Academy after the AIS
contract has been signed. You have the right to cancel your contract after 12 months. If you
wish to end your contract, you have 14 days to terminate the contract after the initial sign up
date or before the renewal date. Outside these dates, you are liable to pay for the full year's
subscription.
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2.2 If you end your membership you will no longer have access to any services within the AIS
package.
2.3 After your 12 month contract has ended, your contract will be automatically renewed, unless
the contract is terminated by contacting a member of our team on 028 9091 8897 or emailing
training@arrayacademy.co.uk 14 days before the renewal date.
2.4 We have two payment options for The Aesthetic Injector Support Package:
- One-off payment of £500 for 12 months support
- Direct Debit monthly payments of £50 for 12 months support
All Direct Debit payments are to be set up via our website www.arrayacademy.co.uk

3. Out of Hours Service
3.1 The out of hours support is available 24 HOURS A DAY.
3.2 The out of hours support service may on occasion be subject to a period of downtime due to
unavoidable circumstances such as practitioner sickness, holiday periods and lack of
practitioner cover etc. Advanced notice will be given with as much time as possible and efforts
made to avoid service interruption in the interim.
3.3 The out of hours support number is +447542850193. If you are concerned about a vascular
occlusion you should contact this number via phone call or text. If a member of the team does
not pick up please leave a message and we will contact you back ASAP. Please note this
service is for vascular occlusion support only and does not include support in the
management of other less serious complications following botulinum toxin or dermal
fillers.
3.4 Where out of hours in person review is deemed appropriate, the injector must bring their
patient to an Array clinic premises for assessment and potential treatment.

4. Whatsapp Vascular Occlusion Group
4.1 Patient consent must be obtained before sending imagery/photos into the support group.
Please refrain from sending imagery of patients into the group without their consent.
4.2 The Whatsapp Vascular Occlusion Group can be used to chat to other members of the
Aesthetic Injector Support Group for advice and support.
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4.3 Our injectors will manage this group closely and you will have direct access to them for
guidance.
4.4 In the case of an emergency DO NOT USE this group for advice. Please call the direct out
of hours support number on +447542850193

Contract agreement
Array Academy and its entities reserve the right to modify or withdraw any terms of this service
at its discretion without notification at any time and without prejudice.
I hereby understand and accept the terms and conditions outlined above in becoming a
member of the AIS package.
In particular, I understand that as a healthcare professional I have a responsibility and
duty of care to my patients. I hereby agree to absolve Array Academy Limited and its
directors, officers and employees from any legal responsibility with respect to any part of
becoming a member of this group and accessing its services.

………………………………..

………………………………..

………………………………..
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